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chiefly translations from foreign aeronautical journals chiefly
translations from foreign aeronautical journals 21世紀に入ってさらなる広がりを見せる情報化
社会への道は クロード シャノンが大戦直後に発表した一本の論文から始まった 本書はその 通信の数学的理論 に ウィーバーの解説文を付して刊行
されたものである ビット による情報の単位の定義やエントロピーを用いた情報量の計算 さらには 情報源符号化定理 や 標本化定理 など 数々の
画期的な洞察はまさに今日の情報通信を基礎付けるものであり 先端技術が当面する問題を解決するためのヒントにもなるだろう およそ 情報 を主題と
するすべての研究分野に光明をもたらす と評されるシャノンの不朽の研究が新訳で甦る this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 37th conference on current trends in
theory and practice of computer science sofsem 2011 held in nový
smokovec slovakia in january 2011 the 41 revised full papers presented
together with 5 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and
selected from 122 submissions sofsem 2011 was organized around the
following four tracks foundations of computer science software systems
and services processing large datasets and cryptography security and
trust in performance cognitive theory and devotional culture jill
stevenson uses cognitive theory to explore the layperson s physical
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encounter with live religious performances and to argue that laypeople
s interactions with other devotional media such as books and art
objects may also have functioned like performance events by revealing
the remarkable resonance between cognitive science and medieval visual
theories stevenson demonstrates how understanding medieval culture can
enrich the study of performance generally she concludes by applying
her theories of medieval performance culture to contemporary religious
forms including creationist museums hell houses and megachurches
drawing on political social and economic theory reforming civil
procedure focuses on the english civil justice system by looking at
its history and its processes the book considers the objectives of
civil procedure and how it operates for and against particular
societal groups and what ideas and behaviours impact upon it the
reform of civil procedure has been beset with difficulties some are
caused by questions of culture and mind sets resistant to the changes
some by a confusion and conflict of values some by overambitious
reform efforts some by a failure to follow through on purpose clauses
and some by swinging from laxity to rigidity with insufficient
analysis this book makes a strong contribution to the field by
synthesising the work of english writers with different views
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extending the work in england on the role of philosophy values process
and culture in litigation and engaging extensively with american
writers who have not previously been the subject of much attention in
english civil procedural studies describes the circumstances and
people that turned a department in an isolated prairie university into
a thriving intellectual community that would nurture some of canada s
best minds 背景 や 理由 を知ることで 一生役立つ応用力が身につく web制作入門書のロングセラー 最新仕様に合わせてアップデー
ト small and medium sized enterprises smes account for about 97 99 per
cent of total enterprises and 60 80 per cent of total employment in
asean countries the participation of smes is thus crucial for
achieving greater regional economic integration amongst asean
countries smes are however often constrained by many disadvantages
that limit their abilities to become importers and exporters this is
well documented in the research literature on trade and firm size this
volume contains selected asean country studies on the participation of
smes in regional economic integration based on primary microdata this
is supplemented by empirical studies on the role played by east asian
multinational enterprises in the region the editors and authors of
smes and economic integration in southeast asia are to be
congratulated for this major contribution to the scholarly and policy
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literature on a subject of much public discussion but limited
analytical research the emphasis on economic integration highlights
the importance of these firms in southeast asia s growing regional and
global engagement the thirteen chapters by leading authors in the
field comprise both insightful country analyses and careful
examination of the links between smes and foreign investment hal hill
h w arndt professor emeritus of southeast asian economies australian
national university branigan effectively criticizes the communication
model of narration a task long overdue in anglo american circles the
book brings out the extent to which mainstream mimetic theories have
relied upon the elastic notion of an invisible idealized observer a
convenient spook whom critics can summon up whenever they desire to
naturalize style the book also makes distinctions among types of
subjectivity after this we will have much more precise ways of tracing
the fluctuations among a character s vision dreams wishes and so forth
branigan also explains the necessity of distinguishing levels of
narration the existence of interactions between different but
overlapping legal systems has always presented challenges to black
letter law this is particularly true of the relationship between
international law and domestic law and the relationship between
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federal law and the laws of individual federation members moreover
some organisations have created their own supranational constitutional
systems the united nations charter is the best known and is often
referred to as the world constitution but the european court of
justice in luxembourg views the european treaties as a constitutional
charter for europe while the european court of human rights has
defined the european convention on human rights as a constitutional
instrument of european public order it is in the dynamic relationship
between domestic constitutional laws eu law the echr and the un
charter that the most persistent difficulties arise in this context
interordinal instability not only provokes strong academic interest
but also affects what has been called governance or global government
and undermines both legal certainty and individual fundamental rights
different solutions constitutionalist and pluralist have been explored
but none of them has received global acceptance in this book luis
gordillo analyses the interordinal instabilities which arise at the
european level focusing on three main strands of case law and their
implications solange bosphorus and kadi to solve the difficulties
caused by this instability gordillo proposes a form of soft
constitutionalism which he calls interordinal constitutionalism as a
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means to bring order and stability to global legal governance the
original spanish thesis on which this book is based was awarded the
nicolás pérez serrano prize by the centro de estudios políticos y
constitucionales for the best dissertation in constitutional law 2009
2010 when policymakers are in need of economic advice professional
economists are never far away policymakers journalists and citizens
all rely on experts to explain various economic developments and
policy proposals while it is fortunate that experts are close at hand
those concerned with choosing or evaluating economic policies should
themselves have an understanding of how the economy works
unfortunately many policymakers and interested citizens currently lack
such knowledge and they need to know at the least the basics of
macroeconomics to make informed decisions on their own in this
insightful book charles l schultze employs an imaginative format for
explaining to busy policymakers and citizens how the economy works and
what issues are likely to affect macroeconomic policy he imagines that
the next president has promised to devote one hour a week to learning
about key economic principles and has asked the chairman of the
council of economic advisers for instruction the book is written as a
series of memos to the president on the principles and policy issues
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that should be understood before making macroeconomic policy
judgements a former chairman of the council of economic advisers
himself schultze clearly explains the key relationships as a
background for policy decisions relationships among domestic and
foreign economic forces and government policies and economic outcomes
the memos rely heavily on the use of real world examples from recent
economic events and policy debates they focus principally on such
policy related issues as inflation unemployment long term economic
growth and the flow of international trade and capital the series of
short easy to read memos is divided into three groups the first
presents the background explaining why it is particularly important
for policymakers to distinguish between those economic forces that
affect total demand in the economy and those that affect total supply
the second addresses the problem of economic stability and the third
looks at long term economic growth chiefly translations from foreign
aeronautical journals during the 1970s american foreign policy faced a
predicament of clashing imperatives us decision makers already
struggling to maintain stability and devise strategic frameworks to
guide the exercise of american power during the cold war found
themselves hampered by the emergence of dilemmas that would come to a
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head in the post cold war era their choices proved to be of enormous
consequence for the development of american foreign policy in the
final decades of the twentieth century and beyond in a superpower
transformed daniel j sargent chronicles how policymakers across three
administrations worked to manage complex international changes in a
tumultuous era drawing on many newly released archival documents and
interviews with key figures including president jimmy carter and dr
zbigniew brzezinski sargent explores the collision of geopolitics and
globalization that defined the decade from the nixon administration s
efforts to stabilize a faltering pax americana to henry kissinger s
attempts to devise new strategies to manage or mitigate the
consequences of economic globalization after the oil crisis of 1973 74
to the carter administration s embrace of human rights promotion as a
central task for foreign policy sargent explores the challenges that
afflicted us policymakers in the 1970s offering new insights into the
complexities that emerged as the new forces of globalization and human
rights transformed the united states as a superpower a sweeping
reinterpretation of a pivotal era a superpower transformed is a must
read for anyone interested in u s foreign relations american politics
globalization economic policy human rights and contemporary american
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history this report contains a survey of past radiator research this
report also is intended as a systematic comparison of theoretical and
experimental radiator drag with the object of ascertaining the most
important loss sources and their interaction in different cases of
installation and to separate the radiator systems which are amenable
to calculation both as regards axial flow and drag the sources of loss
due to the diffuser are to be looked into closely as in many cases
they can be of preeminent magnitude and their customary appraisal
according to fliegner s formula does not meet actual conditions
besides generally applicable equations and charts are developed for
the rapid determination of the heating effect of radiators as regards
flow and drag and then checked by routine tests on hot radiators in
terror in the balance posner and vermeule take on civil libertarians
of both the left and the right arguing that the government should be
given wide latitude to adjust policy and liberties in the times of
emergency they emphasize the virtues of unilateral executive actions
and argue for making extensive powers available to the executive as
warranted at a time when the struggle against violent extremism
dominates the united states agenda this important and controversial
work will spark discussion in the classroom and intellectual press
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alike from the reviews about 30 years ago when i was a student the
first book on combinatorial optimization came out referred to as the
lawler simply i think that now with this volume springer has landed a
coup the schrijver the box is offered for less than 90 euro which to
my opinion is one of the best deals after the introduction of this
currency or spectrum this book is designed for people who wish to
increase their understanding of the political economy of nuclear
weapon production and proliferation it explains the role of military
political and economic incentives in perpetuating the continued growth
of worldwide nuclear arsenals
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21世紀に入ってさらなる広がりを見せる情報化社会への道は クロード シャノンが大戦直後に発表した一本の論文から始まった 本書はその 通信の数
学的理論 に ウィーバーの解説文を付して刊行されたものである ビット による情報の単位の定義やエントロピーを用いた情報量の計算 さらには 情
報源符号化定理 や 標本化定理 など 数々の画期的な洞察はまさに今日の情報通信を基礎付けるものであり 先端技術が当面する問題を解決するための
ヒントにもなるだろう およそ 情報 を主題とするすべての研究分野に光明をもたらす と評されるシャノンの不朽の研究が新訳で甦る



Technical Memorandum - Beach Erosion Board 1962
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 37th conference
on current trends in theory and practice of computer science sofsem
2011 held in nový smokovec slovakia in january 2011 the 41 revised
full papers presented together with 5 invited contributions were
carefully reviewed and selected from 122 submissions sofsem 2011 was
organized around the following four tracks foundations of computer
science software systems and services processing large datasets and
cryptography security and trust

NASA Memorandum 1959
in performance cognitive theory and devotional culture jill stevenson
uses cognitive theory to explore the layperson s physical encounter
with live religious performances and to argue that laypeople s
interactions with other devotional media such as books and art objects
may also have functioned like performance events by revealing the
remarkable resonance between cognitive science and medieval visual
theories stevenson demonstrates how understanding medieval culture can



enrich the study of performance generally she concludes by applying
her theories of medieval performance culture to contemporary religious
forms including creationist museums hell houses and megachurches

Technical Memorandum - Beach Erosion Board 1940
drawing on political social and economic theory reforming civil
procedure focuses on the english civil justice system by looking at
its history and its processes the book considers the objectives of
civil procedure and how it operates for and against particular
societal groups and what ideas and behaviours impact upon it the
reform of civil procedure has been beset with difficulties some are
caused by questions of culture and mind sets resistant to the changes
some by a confusion and conflict of values some by overambitious
reform efforts some by a failure to follow through on purpose clauses
and some by swinging from laxity to rigidity with insufficient
analysis this book makes a strong contribution to the field by
synthesising the work of english writers with different views
extending the work in england on the role of philosophy values process
and culture in litigation and engaging extensively with american



writers who have not previously been the subject of much attention in
english civil procedural studies

NASA Memorandum 1958
describes the circumstances and people that turned a department in an
isolated prairie university into a thriving intellectual community
that would nurture some of canada s best minds

通信の数学的理論 2009-08
背景 や 理由 を知ることで 一生役立つ応用力が身につく web制作入門書のロングセラー 最新仕様に合わせてアップデート

NASA Memorandum 1959
small and medium sized enterprises smes account for about 97 99 per
cent of total enterprises and 60 80 per cent of total employment in
asean countries the participation of smes is thus crucial for
achieving greater regional economic integration amongst asean
countries smes are however often constrained by many disadvantages



that limit their abilities to become importers and exporters this is
well documented in the research literature on trade and firm size this
volume contains selected asean country studies on the participation of
smes in regional economic integration based on primary microdata this
is supplemented by empirical studies on the role played by east asian
multinational enterprises in the region the editors and authors of
smes and economic integration in southeast asia are to be
congratulated for this major contribution to the scholarly and policy
literature on a subject of much public discussion but limited
analytical research the emphasis on economic integration highlights
the importance of these firms in southeast asia s growing regional and
global engagement the thirteen chapters by leading authors in the
field comprise both insightful country analyses and careful
examination of the links between smes and foreign investment hal hill
h w arndt professor emeritus of southeast asian economies australian
national university



OAR Cumulative Index of Research Results 1967
branigan effectively criticizes the communication model of narration a
task long overdue in anglo american circles the book brings out the
extent to which mainstream mimetic theories have relied upon the
elastic notion of an invisible idealized observer a convenient spook
whom critics can summon up whenever they desire to naturalize style
the book also makes distinctions among types of subjectivity after
this we will have much more precise ways of tracing the fluctuations
among a character s vision dreams wishes and so forth branigan also
explains the necessity of distinguishing levels of narration

SOFSEM 2011: Theory and Practice of Computer
Science 2011-01-10
the existence of interactions between different but overlapping legal
systems has always presented challenges to black letter law this is
particularly true of the relationship between international law and
domestic law and the relationship between federal law and the laws of



individual federation members moreover some organisations have created
their own supranational constitutional systems the united nations
charter is the best known and is often referred to as the world
constitution but the european court of justice in luxembourg views the
european treaties as a constitutional charter for europe while the
european court of human rights has defined the european convention on
human rights as a constitutional instrument of european public order
it is in the dynamic relationship between domestic constitutional laws
eu law the echr and the un charter that the most persistent
difficulties arise in this context interordinal instability not only
provokes strong academic interest but also affects what has been
called governance or global government and undermines both legal
certainty and individual fundamental rights different solutions
constitutionalist and pluralist have been explored but none of them
has received global acceptance in this book luis gordillo analyses the
interordinal instabilities which arise at the european level focusing
on three main strands of case law and their implications solange
bosphorus and kadi to solve the difficulties caused by this
instability gordillo proposes a form of soft constitutionalism which
he calls interordinal constitutionalism as a means to bring order and



stability to global legal governance the original spanish thesis on
which this book is based was awarded the nicolás pérez serrano prize
by the centro de estudios políticos y constitucionales for the best
dissertation in constitutional law 2009 2010

Performance, Cognitive Theory, and Devotional
Culture 2010-05-24
when policymakers are in need of economic advice professional
economists are never far away policymakers journalists and citizens
all rely on experts to explain various economic developments and
policy proposals while it is fortunate that experts are close at hand
those concerned with choosing or evaluating economic policies should
themselves have an understanding of how the economy works
unfortunately many policymakers and interested citizens currently lack
such knowledge and they need to know at the least the basics of
macroeconomics to make informed decisions on their own in this
insightful book charles l schultze employs an imaginative format for
explaining to busy policymakers and citizens how the economy works and



what issues are likely to affect macroeconomic policy he imagines that
the next president has promised to devote one hour a week to learning
about key economic principles and has asked the chairman of the
council of economic advisers for instruction the book is written as a
series of memos to the president on the principles and policy issues
that should be understood before making macroeconomic policy
judgements a former chairman of the council of economic advisers
himself schultze clearly explains the key relationships as a
background for policy decisions relationships among domestic and
foreign economic forces and government policies and economic outcomes
the memos rely heavily on the use of real world examples from recent
economic events and policy debates they focus principally on such
policy related issues as inflation unemployment long term economic
growth and the flow of international trade and capital the series of
short easy to read memos is divided into three groups the first
presents the background explaining why it is particularly important
for policymakers to distinguish between those economic forces that
affect total demand in the economy and those that affect total supply
the second addresses the problem of economic stability and the third
looks at long term economic growth
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Reforming Civil Procedure 2019-05-16
during the 1970s american foreign policy faced a predicament of
clashing imperatives us decision makers already struggling to maintain
stability and devise strategic frameworks to guide the exercise of
american power during the cold war found themselves hampered by the
emergence of dilemmas that would come to a head in the post cold war
era their choices proved to be of enormous consequence for the
development of american foreign policy in the final decades of the
twentieth century and beyond in a superpower transformed daniel j
sargent chronicles how policymakers across three administrations
worked to manage complex international changes in a tumultuous era
drawing on many newly released archival documents and interviews with
key figures including president jimmy carter and dr zbigniew
brzezinski sargent explores the collision of geopolitics and
globalization that defined the decade from the nixon administration s



efforts to stabilize a faltering pax americana to henry kissinger s
attempts to devise new strategies to manage or mitigate the
consequences of economic globalization after the oil crisis of 1973 74
to the carter administration s embrace of human rights promotion as a
central task for foreign policy sargent explores the challenges that
afflicted us policymakers in the 1970s offering new insights into the
complexities that emerged as the new forces of globalization and human
rights transformed the united states as a superpower a sweeping
reinterpretation of a pivotal era a superpower transformed is a must
read for anyone interested in u s foreign relations american politics
globalization economic policy human rights and contemporary american
history

No Ordinary Academics 2000-01-01
this report contains a survey of past radiator research this report
also is intended as a systematic comparison of theoretical and
experimental radiator drag with the object of ascertaining the most
important loss sources and their interaction in different cases of
installation and to separate the radiator systems which are amenable



to calculation both as regards axial flow and drag the sources of loss
due to the diffuser are to be looked into closely as in many cases
they can be of preeminent magnitude and their customary appraisal
according to fliegner s formula does not meet actual conditions
besides generally applicable equations and charts are developed for
the rapid determination of the heating effect of radiators as regards
flow and drag and then checked by routine tests on hot radiators

Current Index to Journals in Education, Semi-
Annual Cumulation, January-June 1978-09
in terror in the balance posner and vermeule take on civil
libertarians of both the left and the right arguing that the
government should be given wide latitude to adjust policy and
liberties in the times of emergency they emphasize the virtues of
unilateral executive actions and argue for making extensive powers
available to the executive as warranted at a time when the struggle
against violent extremism dominates the united states agenda this
important and controversial work will spark discussion in the



classroom and intellectual press alike

U.S. Government Research & Development Reports
1970
from the reviews about 30 years ago when i was a student the first
book on combinatorial optimization came out referred to as the lawler
simply i think that now with this volume springer has landed a coup
the schrijver the box is offered for less than 90 euro which to my
opinion is one of the best deals after the introduction of this
currency or spectrum

Webデザインの新しい教科書 2021-05
this book is designed for people who wish to increase their
understanding of the political economy of nuclear weapon production
and proliferation it explains the role of military political and
economic incentives in perpetuating the continued growth of worldwide
nuclear arsenals
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